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ABSTRACT

We compare numerical methods for solving the radiative transfer equation in the context of the photoionization of

intergalactic gaseous hydrogen and helium by a central radiating source. Direct integration of the radiative transfer

equation and solutions using photon packets are examined, both for solutions to the time-dependent radiative transfer

equation and in the infinite-speed-of-light approximation. The photon packet schemes are found to be more generally

computationally efficient than a direct integration scheme. Whilst all codes accurately describe the growth rate of

hydrogen and helium ionization zones, it is shown that a fully time-dependent method is required to capture the gas

temperature and ionization structure in the near zone of a source when an ionization front expands at a speed close

to the speed of light. Applied to Quasi-Stellar Objects in the Epoch of Reionization (EoR), temperature differences as

high as 5×104 K result in the near-zone for solutions of the time-dependent radiative transfer equation compared with

solutions in the infinite-speed-of-light approximation. Smaller temperature differences are found following the nearly

full photoionization of helium in gas in which the hydrogen was already ionized and the helium was singly ionized.

Variations found in the temperature and ionization structure far from the source, where the gas is predominantly

neutral, may affect some predictions for 21-cm EoR experiments.

Key words: radiative transfer – quasars: absorption lines – quasars: general – dark ages, reionization, first stars –

cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe

1 INTRODUCTION

Numerical simulations are now a staple method for providing
detailed descriptions of the complex processes in virtually all
areas of astrophysics. The range in physical processes treated
has increased from gravity and gas dynamics to include mag-
netic fields, a host of atomic and molecular reaction networks
and radiative transport.
Including radiative transport is in particular numerically

challenging when the gas is not everywhere optically thick.
In this case, the transport of radiation is not diffusive so that
devising efficient methods to solve the full set of radiative
transfer (RT) equations must be addressed, particularly when
the mean free path of the radiation exceeds other important
length scales in an application that must be spatially resolved.
As radiative transport is a long-range effect in these applica-
tions, its introduction seriously hampers computations both
because of the required increase in memory to represent the
radiation field and, potentially, because of a severely curtailed
time step.
Applications to galactic and cosmological structure forma-

tion for which radiative transport is essential include star

⋆ E-mail: KH.Leong@ed.ac.uk (KHL)
† Scottish Universities Physics Alliance

formation and the impact of stars and Quasi-Stellar Objects
(QSOs) on intergalactic gas, including the reionization of the
intergalactic medium (IGM). Various approximation meth-
ods have been introduced into numerical simulations to solve
the radiative transfer equations. Applications of the meth-
ods in numerical simulations are typically done in a post-
processing stage, ie, on top of previously computed solutions
to the gas dynamical equations. A comparison of many of
these schemes to applications to static gas problems is pre-
sented in Iliev et al. (2006). These tests are confined to the
photoionization of hydrogen. Whilst the results from the dif-
ferent schemes are generally in good agreement on the place-
ment of the ionization front, with discrepancies limited to 5–
10%, a much broader range of differences were obtained for
other quantities. The ionization fractions showed differences
up to a factor of a few to several, and temperatures differed
by up to a few tens of percent. Some of these differences do
not necessarily reflect differences in the algorithms, but may
be attributed in part to the different frequency ranges cov-
ered for the sources. Some of the differences, however, appear
intrinsic to the schemes.

Fully coupled radiative hydrodynamical codes have also
been formulated, but often for restricted applications, either
through a suppression of one or more spatial dimensions or
through approximations made to the radiative transfer equa-
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tions. A comparison of some of these methods is presented in
Iliev et al. (2009).

Whilst the reionization of intergalactic hydrogen has been
addressed in a wide variety of simulations (see Gnedin &
Madau 2022, for a recent review), the reionization of he-
lium has received much less attention. Yet its solution is vital
for understanding the temperature evolution and small scale
structure of the IGM, which has been used to place con-
straints on various dark matter candidates (eg Baur et al.
2016; Garzilli et al. 2017; Iršič et al. 2017; Leong et al.
2019) and for placing limits on the neutrino mass (Viel
et al. 2010). The temperature evolution of the IGM in turn
places constraints on the nature, abundance and evolution
of the sources that reionized the hydrogen and helium in
the IGM (eg Theuns et al. 2002; Tittley & Meiksin 2007;
Bolton et al. 2012; Upton Sanderbeck et al. 2016; Walther
et al. 2019; Keating et al. 2020). Unlike for hydrogen reioniza-
tion, the two ionization states of helium result in a broadened
singly-ionized (He II) zone. As intergalactic helium is detected
through the He II Lyα absorption signature, it is important
to obtain an accurate solution for this zone. Additional appli-
cations of helium reionization include the detailed structure
of the proximity zones around QSOs for constraints on the
reionization of both hydrogen and helium, which depend on
the lifetime of the sources, the size of the ionized regions
they produce and on the temperature of the ionized gas in
the zone (eg Zheng et al. 2015; Davies et al. 2020; Worseck
et al. 2021). The possibility of the detection of a 21-cm signal
during the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) also requires under-
standing the heating of the still neutral gas by high energy
photons, as only a small amount of heating is able to affect
the absorption signal against the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB), and even convert it into an emission signal
(Tozzi et al. 2000; Ross et al. 2019; Ma et al. 2020).

In the context of IGM reionization simulations, two broadly
different algorithmic approaches have been used to compute
the photoionization driven by isolated radiation sources, one
based on representing the radiation field as photon packets
and the other based on a direct integration of the radiative
transfer equation. Photon packet schemes have generally been
used rather than direct integration for numerical simulations
because of their greater numerical efficiency (Bolton et al.
2004). Several three-dimensional numerical RT packages in-
corporating multi-frequency radiation have been used to com-
pute the photoionization of both hydrogen and helium in the
IGM, including LICORICE (Baek et al. 2010), RADAMESH (Can-
talupo & Porciani 2011), TRAPHIC (Pawlik & Schaye 2011),
C2-RAY (Friedrich et al. 2012), CRASH (Graziani et al. 2013)
and RADHYDRO (La Plante et al. 2017).

With the exception of TRAPHIC, these codes provide only
quasi-time-dependent solutions in the sense that they allow
for evolution in the gas properties and the sources, but they
solve only the static RT equation by taking the speed of
light to be infinite. The infinite-speed-of-light approximation
(ISLA) has two shortcomings: the ionization fronts may prop-
agate to acausally large distances (greater than the distance
light could travel), and the approximation is not valid when
the ionization front is propagating near the speed of light. The
propagation of superluminal ionization fronts is particularly a
concern for the ionization zones produced by QSOs: because
of their high luminosities, the ionization fronts may move
at superluminal velocities over the lifetime of the sources,

producing unphysically large ionization regions. This may be
partly overcome by enforcing a light-horizon, eg, by remov-
ing photon packets when they exceed their causal horizon.
Such a solution, however, does not conserve the radiative en-
ergy carried by the photons and may alter the post-ionization
temperature, and therefore ionization fractions, of the gas.
The computation of ionization fronts propagating at near
the speed of light requires an algorithm that solves the time-
dependent radiative transfer equation to obtain an accurate
post-ionization temperature, as will be demonstrated in this
paper. One goal of this paper is to provide a means for imple-
menting an approximate practical photon packet RT scheme
for cosmological simulations that handles near-luminal ion-
ization front expansion without solving the time-dependent
RT equation, which is prohibitively computationally expen-
sive.

Photon packet schemes have been applied to the reioniza-
tion of intergalactic hydrogen and helium both as a post-
processing step (Sokasian et al. 2002; Bolton et al. 2004;
McQuinn et al. 2009; Ciardi et al. 2012; Compostella et al.
2013; Kakiichi et al. 2017; Eide et al. 2018, 2020) and in fully
coupled radiative hydrodynamics (RHD) schemes (Meiksin &
Tittley 2012; La Plante et al. 2017). Moments based schemes
for solving the radiative transfer equations to study the reion-
ization of hydrogen and helium in the IGM have been em-
ployed both in a multi-step scheme (Puchwein et al. 2022)
and in RHD simulations (Wu et al. 2019; Kannan et al. 2022).
Codes that compute the reionization of hydrogen and he-
lium by a QSO in a static (or comoving) gas and assuming
spherical symmetry have been used to estimate the gas prop-
erties around a QSO using both direct integration (Madau
et al. 1997; Tozzi et al. 2000; Friedrich et al. 2012) and pho-
ton packet schemes (Zheng et al. 2008; Davies et al. 2016;
Khrykin et al. 2016; Graziani et al. 2018; Eilers et al. 2021;
Morey et al. 2021).

Rather than comparing results from a broad range of nu-
merical codes, the focus of this paper is on the requirements
for achieving convergent results using different numerical RT
methods, with a particular view to application to the reioniza-
tion of helium in the IGM. We compare two photon packet al-
gorithms and a direct integration algorithm applied to sources
with spectra similar to stars and QSOs. Whilst previous con-
vergence tests focused on the extent of ionization zones and
their properties using solutions of the time-independent RT
equation (ISLA methods), special attention is given here to
differences arising between solutions to the time-dependent
(for which the speed of light is finite) and time-independent
RT equations. In addition to eliminating spurious fast-than-
light growth of the ionization zones, we show there are sig-
nificant differences in the post-ionization temperature in the
near-zone of QSO sources when solving the time-dependent
RT equation compared with ISLA solutions. With a view to
applications to the 21-cm EoR signal, we also examine con-
vergence in the far-zone, where the gas is still largely neutral.
We focus on idealised test problems, as these provide the best
means for isolating differences in the behaviour of the algo-
rithms. To demonstrate the consequences of these differences
in a cosmological setting, we also provide results for the ion-
ization by a source in a cosmological simulation. In the next
section, we describe the numerical methods. In Sec. 3, test
problems are described and results presented. These are dis-
cussed in Sec. 4, where also results for a cosmological simula-
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tion are presented, and conclusions are summarised in Sec. 5.
Comparisons between the time-dependent solutions to the RT
equation and published ISLA solutions for test problems are
presented in Appendix A. One of the photon packet schemes
is a module of the gravity-hydrodynamics code ENZO. Con-
vergence test results for ENZO are provided in Appendix B.
Alterations to the code required to carry out the tests are
described in Appendex C.

2 NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE REIONIZATION
EQUATIONS

2.1 The Reionization Equations

The ionization equations for hydrogen and helium are

dxH I

dt
= −xHI [ΓH I + neγH I(T )] + xH IIneαH II(T ),

dxH II

dt
= −dxH I

dt
,

dxHe I

dt
= −xHe I [ΓHe I + neγHe I(T )] + xHe IIneαHe II,

dxHe II

dt
= −dxHe I

dt
− dxHe III

dt
,

dxHe III

dt
= xHe II [ΓHe II + neγHe II(T )]− xHe IIIneαHe III,(1)

where αH II, αHe II and αHe III are the total radiative recom-
bination rates to all levels of H I, He I and He II, respectively,
ΓH I, ΓHe I and ΓHe II are the corresponding photoionization
rates, and γH I(T ), γHe I(T ) and γHe II(T ) are the correspond-
ing collisional ionization coefficients. For hard spectra, sec-
ondary ionizations produced by ejected electrons may help
to partially ionize the gas. We do not include this effect to
focus comparisons between the codes on the numerical solu-
tions of the radiative transfer equations; including secondary
electron ionizations could in principle complicate the inter-
pretation of any differences. Their correct implementation is
moreover hampered by the long path lengths of the secondary
electrons compared with the length scales of interest. A com-
parison between different treatments is provided by Davies
et al. (2016). To illustrate the magnitude of the effects of sec-
ondary electron ionizations, we present some results for test
problems without and with secondary electron ionizations in
Appendix A. Generally the effects are only moderate, but
warrant inclusion for more precise solutions; the effects of
secondary electron ionizations are particularly large in the
partially ionized regions outside the main ionized zones. The
respective H I, H II, He I, He II and He III fractions are denoted
by xHI, xHII, xHeI, xHeII and xHeIII. The total electron density
is ne = nHII + nHeII + 2nHeIII. The time-derivatives are la-
grangian, so that Eqs. (1) are valid in the presence of velocity
flows.

The photoionization rate per atom (or ion) of a species i
(H I, He I or He II) is

Γi = c

∫ ∞

νT,i

dν
uν

hν
ai,ν , (2)

where ai,ν is the photoelectric cross section of species i, νT,i

is the threshold frequency required to ionize species i, uν is
the specific energy density of the ambient radiation field, and
h is Planck’s constant. The specific energy density is related

to the specific intensity of the radiation field Iν(r, t, n̂) by
uν = 4πJν/c, where Jν(r, t) = (1/4π)

∮
dΩIν(r, t, n̂) is the

angle-averaged specific intensity at position r at time t in the
direction n̂.

The equation of radiative transfer for Iν(r, t, n̂) in a static
medium with absorption coefficient αν(r, t, n̂) and emission
coefficient jν(r, t, n̂) is

1

c

∂Iν(r, t, n̂)

∂t
+ n̂ · ∇Iν(r, t, n̂) =

−αν(r, t, n̂)Iν(r, t, n̂) + jν(r, t, n̂). (3)

In the context of reionization, the emission coefficient repre-
sents a source like a star, galaxy or QSO, although in princi-
ple it may also account for photoionizing radiation following
radiative recombination within the gas. Since only contin-
uum radiation is considered, as distinct from resonance lines,
the static medium approximation is adequate on scales small
compared with the cosmic horizon.

The value of Iν at any given time t and position s along
the direction n̂ will be given by any incoming intensity I incν

at position s0 at time tret = t − (s − s0)/c, absorbed by
intervening material at positions s′ at the retarded times
t′ret = t − (s − s′)/c, along with contributions from sources
at positions s′′ that emitted at the retarded times t′′ret =
t − (s − s′′)/c, followed by absorption. Accordingly, the for-
mal solution to Eq. (3) is

Iν(s, t) =
(
I incν

)
s0,tret

exp

[
−
∫ s

s0

ds′ (αν)s′,t′ret

]
+

∫ s

s0

ds′′ (jν)s′′,t′′ret
exp

[
−
∫ s

s′′
ds′ (αν)s′,t′ret

]
. (4)

We shall refer to such solutions as solutions to the time-
dependent RT equation. By contrast, most of the literature
makes the infinite-speed-of-light approximation, which corre-
sponds to solving the time-independent (or static) RT equa-
tion, for which the term involving the time-derivative of Iν
in Eq. (3) is absent, and only the instantaneous properties
of the gas appear in Eq. (4) rather than the time-retarded
properties. The solutions may none the less be quasi-time-
dependent when using the ISLA if the properties of the gas
and the source vary with time, but only on timescales long
compared with the light propagation time from the source.

The photoionization will also heat the gas, while radiative
recombination and collisional effects will cool the gas. We
follow the approach outlined in Meiksin (2009). Specifically,
we solve the energy equation in the form

dSE

dt
= (γ − 1)ρ−γ (G− L) , (5)

where SE = p/ργ for gas pressure p, mass density ρ and
ratio of specific heats γ. Here, G is the heating rate per unit
volume of the gas and L is the radiative energy loss rate per
unit volume. The photoionization heating rate per volume for
a species i of number density ni is

Gi = nic

∫ ∞

νT,i

dν
uν

hν
ai,νh (ν − νT,i) . (6)

The total heating rate from all species is G = GH I +GHe I +
GHe II. The radiative energy loss term L includes energy
losses from radiative recombination, collisional excitation and
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inverse Compton cooling off the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground, using the rates referenced in Meiksin (2009). For ap-
plications in Appendix A, energy losses from secondary elec-
tron ionizations and adiabatic cooling from cosmic expansion
(allowing for an evolving mass density) are included for some
of the test problems. The gas temperature is computed from

T =
m̄

k
SEρ

γ−1, (7)

where m̄ is the mean mass per particle and k is Boltzmann’s
constant. The ionization scenarios treated are idealized in
that they do not allow for additional energy losses from dust
or metals, as may occur in the ionized regions of high red-
shift QSO sources. Modelling such effects is well beyond the
intent of this paper and would only complicate the interpre-
tation of differences in the results arising from the different
photoionization algorithms considered.

2.2 Methods of Numerical Solution

We confine the discussion to algorithms that solve the radia-
tive transfer equation along individual rays, as distinct from
moment methods. Full 3D RT is achieved through the means
of constructing the rays, a topic we shall not discuss, simply
adopting the existing framework for the 3D code used (ENZO).
We consider two types of numerical methods for solving the
1D RT equation, one based on a direct integration of the
time-independent RT equation (an ISLA method) and the
other for which the radiation is represented by photon pack-
ets. Two versions of the latter are tested, one corresponding
to integrating the time-independent RT equation (an ISLA
method) and the other corresponding to integrating the time-
dependent RT equation (retaining the differential time oper-
ator). Each method is outlined in turn.

2.2.1 Instantaneous direct integration

At each time step, the 1D radiative transfer equation is inte-
grated along the line of sight. Retaining the past absorption
coefficient for all positions along the line of sight at previ-
ous times is normally prohibitively expensive in a simulation,
so instead new rays are cast for each time step and the ab-
sorption coefficient for that time step is used. The solution is
taken as

Iν(s, t) =
(
I incν

)
s0,t

exp

[
−
∫ s

s0

ds′ (αν)s′,t

]
+

∫ s

s0

ds′′ (jν)s′′,t exp

[
−
∫ s

s′′
ds′ (αν)s′,t

]
. (8)

This in effect treats the speed of light as infinite, although
a cut-off in the distance the radiation reaches is imposed to
ensure the extent of the region affected by a source preserves
causality. This instantaneous solution may be a good approxi-
mation when the ionization front moves much faster than the
gas flows. In the implementation used here, a spatial grid
is used along the line of sight, with the width of each zone
chosen to ensure the optical depth of still neutral hydrogen
or singly ionized helium is approximately 1. This ensures an
accurate integration of the radiative transfer equation. The
time step is chosen to be a fraction of the shortest ionization
or cooling time, sufficient to provide convergence at the few

percent level. The energy equation is solved with an explicit
second order time integrator, and an implicit scheme is used
to solve the time-dependent ionization equations (Meiksin
1994).

2.2.2 Rays and photon packets

An alternative approach traces packets of photons of distinct
energy groups along rays. The algorithm consists of two parts:
casting rays through a simulation volume from each source,
and propagating photon packets along the rays. For more
than a single spatial dimension, rays bunch together near a
source and the separations between the rays increase with
distance. Adequate cell coverage of the regions affected by
each source is assured by splitting rays as required, as in
Abel & Wandelt (2002). Photon packets are then propagated
along the rays on each time step, until the packets are either
completely absorbed or escape the simulation volume.

The gas component in the simulations is computed on a
spatial grid. The fraction of the photon packets absorbed on
crossing a grid zone depends on the optical depth through
the zone. An advantage of this method over the direct inte-
gration scheme above is that the optical depth may be chosen
to be above 1 while maintaining good accuracy; up to 10 is
typical, but even larger values are able accurately to recover
the expansion of an ionization front (Abel et al. 1999). This
considerably reduces the computational time. A consequence,
however, is an ambiguity in how to share the photons when
more than a single species may be ionized in a zone, as they
will compete for the same photons. How the gas is ionized
in a zone, were it completely resolved, can change the proba-
bility for photons of different energies to be absorbed. In the
simplest implementation, such as in ENZO, the fraction of pho-
tons of energy i absorbed by species j is 1−exp[−τj(νi)], but
in looping over j, different fractions may result depending on
how the species are ordered in the loop. We adopt instead the
more balanced probabilistic approach of Bolton et al. (2004),
and have introduced this into the version of ENZO we use. The
absorption probabilities of a photon in a packet of frequency
ν by H I, He I and He II are respectively

PHI
abs = pHIqHeIqHeII[1− exp(−τ total

ν )]/D, (9)

PHeI
abs = qHIpHeIqHeII[1− exp(−τ total

ν )]/D, (10)

PHeII
abs = qHIqHeIpHeII[1− exp(−τ total

ν )]/D. (11)

Here pi = 1 − exp(−τ i
ν) and qi = exp(−τ i

ν) are the auxil-
iary absorption and transmission probabilities for the species
i, D = pHIqHeIqHeII + qHIpHeIqHeII + qHIqHeIpHeII is the nor-
malisation factor, and τ total

ν = τHI
ν + τHeI

ν + τHeII
ν is the total

optical depth, where τ i
ν is the optical depth of species i.1

1 In practice, for the test problems presented here, the different
ionization zones are sufficiently distinct that the results are nearly

the same using a simpler formulation treating the absorption by
each species independently, with results agreeing typically to better
than a percent. Differences up to 20 percent, however, may arise for

low ionization fractions in some regions. We retain the formulation
described here for generality.
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We test the implementation of the photon packet scheme
used in the numerical-hydrodynamics code ENZO v2.6 (Wise
& Abel 2011; Bryan et al. 2014), modified as described
in Appendix C, including the photon absorption probabil-
ities above, with photoionization cross-sections from Anni-
nos et al. (1997)2 , and the chemistry and cooling solver
GRACKLE 3(Smith et al. 2017). Because the code runs in 3D,
the memory cost of retaining photon packets from previous
time steps rapidly becomes prohibitive in reionization prob-
lems. For this reason, instantaneous radiative transfer is as-
sumed in the code (ISLA). New packets are generated on each
time step. This corresponds to neglecting the time derivative
in Eq. (3), or equivalently adopting an infinite speed of light.
To preserve causality, we also permanently delete any surviv-
ing photon packets that travel outside the light cone of the
source (see Appendix C3.) This necessarily results in a loss
of radiant energy and an artificially reduced photoionization
heating rate of the gas.
For a more physical contrast compared with the other two

methods, we also present results using a 1D spherically sym-
metric code, PhRay, that propagates the photon packets at a
finite velocity. The photon packets are kept between time
steps. They then have a memory of the gas they passed
through on all previous time steps. This coresponds to re-
taining the time derivative in Eq. (3). Adopting the speed of
light for the packet velocity requires very short time steps,
as the code is written to ensure photons cannot move more
than a single grid zone in one time step. (A more efficient
code could be written to allow movement through multiple
grid zones, but this would entail considerable additional com-
putational overheads.) The grid zones are adjusted to a preset
maximum optical depth per zone. In outline, the basic steps
of the code are:

(i) Choose the length of the ray.
(ii) Compute the minimum cell width to ensure the H I,

He I and He II optical depths do not exceed preset maximum
values for a cell. Set the time step to the time it takes a
photon to cross a single cell.

(iii) On the first time step, add photon packages to the first
cell nearest the source according to the source luminosity and
time step.

(iv) On subsequent time steps, move photon packages in
each cell to the next cell away from the source. Solve the
ionization equations Eqs. (1) and energy equation Eq.(5) in
each cell. Remove photon packages according to the optical
depth in the new cell, using Eqs. (9) - (11). Add new photons
to the first cell nearest the source.

(v) Repeat step (iv) until the final integration time.

As long as the advance of the fastest ionization front is
highly sub-luminal, nearly identical results are produced al-
lowing for a packet velocity smaller than the speed of light,
provided the packets still move quickly compared with the
ionization fronts. This has the advantage of allowing the code
to take longer time steps. In our tests, we use the physical
speed of light.
For both photon packet codes, the energy and ionization

2 The He I photoionization cross-section is updated to that of

Verner et al. (1996).
3 https://grackle.readthedocs.io/

equations are solved using a first order Eulerian time integra-
tor.

2.3 Frequency integration

For the photon packet schemes, the integration of the radi-
ation field over the photoionization cross-section to compute
the ionization and heating rates is accomplished using Gaus-
sian Legendre quadrature. This is more efficient than a uni-
form grid in frequencies, and yields extremely accurate inte-
grations when the integrand is well-approximated by a poly-
nomial. We experimented with several implementations, and
use one we find ensures accuracy in the frequency integrations
typically to within a percent for the applications we present.
Specifically, the frequency range is divided into intervals be-
tween the photoelectric edges for H I (13.6 eV), He I (24.6 eV)
and He II (54.4 eV), and extending to an upper limiting value
dependent on the RT method used and the application. For
the spherically symmetric photon packet method (PhRay), 8
energy bins were used in each frequency interval. The inte-
gration variable for the final integration to infinite frequency
is changed to 1/ν, so that the integration ranges from 0 to
1/νL,He II, where νL,He II is the ionization threshold for He II.
For the ENZO simulations, instead an upper frequency is im-
posed, provided in the test problem descriptions below. The
number of frequency bins between threshold energies is set at
5, with 10 between the He II photoelectric threshold and the
maximum energy. The energy binnings used for the photon
packet codes ensure accuracy in the frequency integrations to
within a percent.

For the direct integration method, Gaussian quadrature
offers some advantage over a mixed linear-logarithmic fre-
quency grid in allowing a reduction by a factor of three in
the number of frequencies used for an accurate solution within
the ionized region, however the ionization front moves some-
what too quickly unless a comparable number of frequen-
cies is used. We consequently use a mixed linear-logarithmic
frequency grid for the direct integration scheme, with the
number of frequencies typically 200, half placed uniformly
between the H I and He II photoelectric thresholds and the
remainder placed logarithmically to a maximum energy of
2 keV. This choice ensures temperatures and placements of
ionization fronts are converged to better than a percent at a
given spatial grid resolution.

3 TEST RESULTS

3.1 Test problems

The algorithms are tested on four problems, reionization by a
black body spectrum with a temperature of 105 K or 106 K,
and reionization under intergalactic medium conditions by
a power-law spectrum before and after hydrogen is ionized.
The 105 K black body roughly represents a high mass Pop II
or Pop III star (Bond et al. 1984), whilst the 106 K black
body (hotter than expected for stellar atmospheres), is pre-
sented as a contrasting source with a greater proportion of
ionizing photons able to fully ionize helium. The power-law
spectra represent QSOs, although they also approximate the
photon emission rates for galaxies dominated by Pop II or
Pop III stars (Meiksin 2005). The mass-fraction abundances
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of hydrogen and helium are 0.76 and 0.24, respectively. In all
cases, the surrounding gas is static and its hydrodynamical
response is not included, since the focus is on the ionization
structure. The problems and results are discussed in greater
detail below.

3.2 Black body spectra

The luminosity function of the black body spectrum is mod-
elled as

LBB,ν = L0 ×
(hν)3

exp hν
kT

− 1
eVs−1Hz−1. (12)

The surrounding hydrogen number density is 0.76 ×
10−3cm−3. Hydrogen and helium are initially neutral in all
simulations. The physical boxsize in all the ENZO 3D instan-
taneous simulations with 2563 cells is 6.6kpc.4 The optical
depths of all species per zone are below 1. The total number
of cells in the 1D simulations is adjusted in different situa-
tions, ensuring the optical depth of neutral hydrogen in each
cell at the start of the computation is approximately equal
to 1. This ensures the positions of the ionization fronts are
converged to within a few percent.
We show that in the two black body radiation problems,

all algorithms show consistent temperature patterns and the
differences in the gaseous ionisation levels are negligible for
practical applications.

3.2.1 TBB = 105 K

The initial gas temperature is T = 100 K. The coefficient
L0 = 1.9 × 1031 eV−2 corresponds to a photon emission
rate above the hydrogen ionization threshold of ṄH,γ =
5×1048 s−1. For the ENZO computations, the maximum energy
bin used is 200 eV to ensure convergence on the temperature.
The temperature and ionization structure at times t =

10 Myr and 30 Myr after the source turns on are shown in
Fig. 1. The temperature profiles from all the codes are in
substantial agreement, although the direct integration code
slightly anticipates the position of the knee in the tempera-
ture profile, where it starts its decline to T < 104 K, just past
the He II-front.
The knee in the temperature profile is reflected in the ion-

ization profiles, for which the H II and He II fronts from the
direct integration scheme slightly lead the results from the
photon packet codes. At distances beyond the He III-front, at
0.9 kpc (1.2 kpc) at t = 10 Myr (30 Myr), the He III fraction
from the direct integration scheme first declines gently, then
decreases precipitously near 2 kpc (3 kpc), near the H II-front
at 2.2 kpc (3.2 kpc) at t = 10 Myr (30 Myr). By contrast,
both photon packet codes (PhRay and ENZO), allow leakage of
He II-ionizing photons to larger distances sufficient to main-
tain partial He III ionization. The direct integration scheme
none the less produces He II fractions similar to the photon
packet codes at all radii. At distances beyond 5 kpc, the He II

and He III fractions from ENZO decline faster than the corre-
sponding fractions from PhRay. This is found to be a spatial

4 The parameters are adopted from the PhotonTest test problem
in ENZO v2.6.
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Figure 1. Reionization by a black body source with temperature
TBB = 105 K. Shown are results for the time-dependent pho-

ton packet code (PhRay, black lines), the direct integration scheme

(DI, cyan lines) and ENZO (blue lines). Upper panels: Temperature
profiles. The dotted (magenta) vertical line shows the H II-front

according to the PhRay calculation; the dot-dashed (green) verti-

cal line shows the He II-front. Lower panels: ionization profiles for
H I (dotted lines), He I (dashed lines), He II (dot-dashed lines) and

He III(dot-dot-dashed lines).
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Figure 2. As in Fig. 1, but for a black body source with temperature

TBB = 106 K.

resolution effect in the simulation volume: increasing the res-
olution in ENZO increases the range of agreement with the
results from PhRay.

3.2.2 T = 106 K

The initial gas conditions are identical to those used in the
105 K black body problem. The coefficient L0 = 1.9 ×
1027 eV−2 corresponds to ṄH,γ = 7×1047 s−1. To allow for the
higher frequency peak in the Planck distribution, the upper
energy bin in the ENZO computation is increased to 1000 eV
to ensure convergence on the temperature.

The temperature and ionization structure at times t =
10 Myr and 30 Myr after the source turns on are shown in
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Fig. 2. Whilst the fraction of emitted photons able to fully
ionize helium is higher compared with the TBB = 105 K black
body spectrum, the results are qualitatively very similar to
those for the 105 K source. The exception is the position of
the temperature knee, where the gas temperature starts to de-
cline below 104 K. For the TBB = 106 K source, the plateau
in temperature is maintained at T ≃ (1.3 − 1.5) × 104 K
somewhat beyond the He II-front, with the front (shown by
the dot-dashed green vertical line) positioned about half way
through the temperature plateau. The temperature falls be-
low 104 K only once the He II fraction declines to below about
10 percent.

3.3 Power-law spectra

3.3.1 QSO reionization

We consider two reionization problems: (1) the reionization
of the IGM at z = 6 and (2) the reionization of the He II

component of the IGM at z = 4, both by a QSO spec-
trum modelled as a power law in frequency for values above
the frequency νL of the hydrogen photoelectric threshold,
Lν = LL(ν/νL)

−αQ . Typical initial gas densities and ion-
ization states are adopted at these redshifts, as explained
below. The reionization is followed for times short compared
with the Hubble time, so that cosmological expansion is not
included: the gas is static. Inverse Compton cooling off the
CMB is also neglected, as the characteristic cooling time is
0.5 Gyr at z = 6 and 2 Gyr at z = 4. The QSO spectra are
modelled as LS,ν = 0.56 × 1031 ergs−1Hz−1(ν/νL)

−0.5 and
LS,ν = 2.0 × 1031 ergs−1Hz−1(ν/νL)

−1.73. Only the photon
packet codes are run for this problem since convergent re-
sults become computationally prohibitively expensive for the
direct integration code.
The cut-off energies for the ENZO simulations for the LS,ν ∼

ν−0.5 and LS,ν ∼ ν−1.73 spectra are both set to 1000eV (see
Appendix B for details). The physical box size used in all the
simulations is 25 Mpc, with 2563 cubic cells. For the PhRay

spherically symmetric simulations, the grid cell size is chosen
to assure the maximum initial optical depths in a single cell
for H I, He I and He II do not exceed unity.

3.3.2 Reionization at z = 6

The surrounding hydrogen density is 6.5 × 10−5 cm−3, cor-
responding to the mean IGM density at redshift z = 6, the
typical redshift when QSOs begin photoionizing the IGM.
The hydrogen and helium are assumed neutral5, with initial
gas temperature set to T = 100 K.

Outside the central 3 Mpc, the gas temperature profiles for
PhRay and ENZO substantially agree for αQ = 0.5, as shown in
Fig. 3. The temperature takes a sharp step down, by about
∆T ≃ 5000 K, at the H II-front (shown by the dotted magenta
lines). Both codes capture the temperature step as well as the
temperature decline beyond the He II ionized zone. Within
the inner 3 Mpc, however, the temperature from PhRay is

5 At z = 6, ∼ 20 percent of the volume of the IGM is expected to

be neutral (Gnedin & Madau 2022).
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Figure 3. Temperature profiles for reionization at z = 6 by source

LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5. The bottom set of panels shows the detailed temper-
ature structure within the ionization fronts. Shown are the results

for PhRay (black solid lines) and ENZO (dashed blue lines). The dot-

ted magenta line in each panel shows the position of the H II-front.
The dot-dashed green line shows the leading edge of the He II zone.

boosted compared with that from ENZO, reaching values ex-
ceeding 105 K;6 the H II region is expanding nearly at the
speed of light out to this distance. This region is discussed in
more detail in Sec. 4 below.

The ionization fractions from the two codes similarly track
each other closely, as shown in Fig. 4, although the ionized hy-
drogen and helium regions tend to lead slightly in the ENZO

computation. In spite of the difference in gas temperature
within the central 3 Mpc, the rise in He II fractions agree
well in this region. The leading edge of the He II-ionized re-
gion (shown in Fig. 3 by the dot-dashed green line) extends
slightly beyond the H II region (shown by the dotted magenta
line). Comparison with the TBB = 106 K black body spec-
trum case in Fig. 2, for which the H II end He II fronts are
more clearly separated, shows that the ledge in high temper-
ature actually extends beyond the He II-front, into the region

6 We confirmed that this result is largely unaffected by inverse
Compton cooling off the CMB. Including inverse Compton cooling
lowers the peak temperature by only 10 percent by t = 100 Myr.
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Figure 4. Ionization profiles for reionization at z = 6 by source
LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5. Shown are the results for PhRay (solid lines) and

ENZO (dotted lines), for the H I (black lines), He I (blue lines), He II

(green lines) and He III (yellow lines) ionization fractions.
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Figure 5. Temperature profiles for reionization at z = 6 by source
LS,ν ∼ ν−1.73. Shown are the results for PhRay (black solid lines)
and ENZO (dashed blue lines). The dotted magenta line shows the

position of the H II front.

of partial He II ionization. For the power-law spectrum case
here, the temperature falls below 2 × 104 K only for a He II

fraction below 5–7 percent. At t = 100 Myr, a low level of
He II ionization persists to the edge of the simulation volume,
with ionization fraction xHeII > 5 × 10−4 and T > 350 K,
large compared with the initial temperature of 100 K.
For the αQ = 1.73 spectrum, as shown in Fig. 5, the boost

in temperature in the central 3 Mpcs for PhRay compared
with ENZO is smaller than for the αQ = 0.5 source. The gas
temperature declines abruptly at the H II front, shown by the
dotted magenta lines in Fig. 5. The leading edge of the He II

region almost exactly tracks the H II front (with positions
agreeing to better than 1 percent) at all times, with no ledge
in high temperature extending beyond as in the αQ = 0.5
spectrum case.
The ionized regions from ENZO again slightly lead those
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Figure 6. Ionization profiles for reionization at z = 6 by source
LS,ν ∼ ν−1.73, as in Fig. 4.

from PhRay, as shown in Fig. 6. The region of low He II ion-
ization extends further for the PhRay calculation than for
ENZO; the extent is limited by the higher energy photon cut-
off in ENZO. At t = 100 Myr, xHeII > 1.8 × 10−5 out to the
edge of the PhRay simulation volume of 26 Mpc radius, with
T > 108 K. Compared with the initial temperature of 100 K,
the amount of heating is small at these radii.

3.3.3 Reionization of He II at z = 4

The surrounding hydrogen density is 2.4× 10−5 cm−3, corre-
sponding to the mean IGM density at redshift z = 4, the typi-
cal redshift when QSOs begin photoionizing He II in the IGM.
The initial hydrogen neutral fraction is set at xHI = 2× 10−5

and the He I and He III helium fractions xHeI = 9× 10−6 and
xHeIII = 0. These correspond approximately to the ionization
levels for the ultra-violet (UV) metagalactic background at
z = 4 (Haardt & Madau 2012) in a region for which He II

has not yet been ionized. The initial gas temperature is set
to T = 104 K.

For the αQ = 0.5 spectrum, as shown in Fig. 7, the gas
temperature is elevated behind the He III-front relative to the
temperature of the ambient gas. Whilst the PhRay and ENZO

ionization levels agree well within the He III region, as shown
in Fig. 8, the PhRay temperature somewhat exceeds that of
ENZO by about 4000 K. As discussed below, this is a conse-
quence of near luminal expansion of the He III-front once the
QSO turns on. Ahead of the He III-front, the temperatures are
in good agreement, although the ENZO temperature is slightly
higher than the PhRay temperature.

As for the z = 6 simulations, the ENZO ionization regions
slightly lead those from PhRay (Fig. 8), with the more ionized
H II and He II regions expanding somewhat more rapidly for
ENZO. Otherwise the ionization fractions are in good agree-
ment outside the He III region. At distances from the source
beyond the light front, the ionization fractions remain con-
stant with distance, reflecting the initial conditions. Because
there is no ambient UV photoionizing background field, the
ionization level at these distances is evolving as hydrogen and
helium gradually recombine.

The temperature is again elevated out to the He III-front
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Figure 7. Temperature profiles following He II reionization at z = 4
by a source LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5. Shown are the results for PhRay (black

solid lines) and ENZO (dashed blue lines). The dot-dashed green

line in each panel shows the position of the He III-front.
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Figure 8. Ionization profiles following He II reionization at z = 4 by
a source LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5, as in Fig. 4.

for the αQ = 1.73 spectrum relative to the ambient gas tem-
perature, as shown in Fig. 9, but not by as much as for the
αQ = 0.5 spectrum. The temperatures from PhRay and ENZO

agree well, although the ENZO temperature slightly exceeds
that of PhRay beyond the He III-front. This is consistent with
a slightly faster expansion of the He III-front from ENZO com-
pared with PhRay, as shown in Fig. 10.

4 DISCUSSION

Both the direct integration and photon packet codes recover
the principal ionized zones of hydrogen and helium produced
by the black-body and power-law spectral sources. Several
discrepancies, however, are found. We discuss the differences
that are particularly pertinent to measurements of the IGM.
We focus on differences in the near zones, where hydrogen
and helium are nearly fully ionized, and the far zones, where
the hydrogen and helium are nearly neutral.
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Figure 9. Temperature profiles following He II reionization at z = 4
by a source LS,ν ∼ ν−1.73. Shown are the results for PhRay (black

solid lines) and ENZO (dashed blue lines). The dot-dashed green

line shows the position of the He III-front.
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Figure 10. Ionization profiles following He II reionization at z = 4

by a source LS,ν ∼ ν−1.73, as in Fig. 4.

4.1 Near zone

4.1.1 Black-body spectra

For the TBB = 105 K black-body spectrum, the hydrogen-
ionizing photon emission rate ṄH,γ = 5×1048 s−1 corresponds
to an expansion rate of the H II-front, before radiative recom-
binations become important, given by balancing the emission
rate to the rate at which hydrogen atoms are ionized:

rHII =

(
3

4π

ṄH,γt

nH

)1/3

≃ 1.2t
1/3
Myr kpc, (13)

where tMyr is the time since the source turned on in units
of 106 yr and a hydrogen density nH = 0.76 × 10−3 cm−3

has been assumed7. For the TBB = 106 K black-body spec-

7 Eq. (13) is an approximation assuming all ionizing photons are

absorbed at the ionization front. In practice, sufficiently high en-
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Figure 11. Ionization profiles shown vs the light front distance for
reionization at z = 6 by a source LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5, from solving the

full time-dependent RT equation.

trum, with the lower hydrogen-ionizing photon emission rate
ṄH,γ = 7× 1047 s−1, the expansion rate is about half as fast,

rHII ≃ 0.6t
1/3
Myr kpc.

The growth of the H II region for the TBB = 105 K source
agrees well with the theoretical expectation, with the H II-
front (defined at the position where xHII = 0.5), occurring
within 15 percent of the prediction of Eq. (13), although
falling systematically slightly short. The agreement is poorer
for the harder TBB = 106 K spectrum, with the H II-front
lagging far behind the prediction. The discrepancies may be
attributed to the presence of helium. For TBB = 105 K, about
half the hydrogen-ionizing photons may ionize helium. After
subtracting these, the predicted position of the H II-front de-
creases by about 20 percent. For TBB = 106 K, 99 percent
of the hydrogen-ionizing photons may also ionize helium. Re-
moving these decreases the predicted radius of the H II-front
by about a factor of 5, in good agreement with the compu-
tations. The inclusion of helium thus requires accounting for
the sharing of photons that may ionize more than a single
species, which will depend on the relative abundances of the
species in general, as well as on their relative cross sections.
The ionization structures for the black-body spectra also

agree well between the codes. Nearly perfect agreement is
found for the photon packet codes PhRay and ENZO. The ion-
ization fronts from the direct integration scheme, however,
slightly lead the positions from the photon packet codes.

4.1.2 Power-law spectra

Outside the inner 3 Mpc, but still within the highly ionized
regions, the temperatures found by PhRay and ENZO for the
test problems for IGM conditions at z = 6 agree well. This is
a significant achievement of the probabilistic formulation of
the radiative transfer problem, as the initial optical depth per
cell in the ENZO computation is 124, compared with an optical

ergy photons continue un-absorbed because of their long mean free

paths, but they make up only a small fraction of all the photons.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the transmitted radiation for reionization
at z = 6 by a source LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5, for the solution to the full

time-dependent RT equation (left panels) and in the instantaneous

(ISLA) limit (right panels). Upper panels: Transmission profiles
e−τν at H II-front. Lower panels: Transmitted luminosity Lν =

LS,νe
−τν at H II-front.

depth of unity in PhRay. The sharpness of the H II-front per-
mits a generous optical depth criterion, making the problem
practical. By contrast, the convergence requirements that the
optical depth per zone not exceed unity, along with a higher
number of frequency bins, renders a direct integration of the
radiative transfer equation computationally impractical.

For the test problem with IGM conditions at z = 4, the
temperatures between PhRay and ENZO agree well, although
the temperature from PhRay somewhat exceeds that of ENZO
within the He III region. The ionization fronts from ENZO also
slightly lead those from PhRay. This could over-estimate the
size of the expected He III zone predicted for a given QSO
spectrum and age. Agreement improves on increasing the spa-
tial resolution for ENZO from 1283 to 2563 zones, correspond-
ing to decreasing the He II optical depth at the photoelectric
threshold from 1.9 to 0.9.

The higher temperature found by PhRay compared with
ENZO within the inner 3 Mpc for IGM conditions at z = 6, and
for IGM conditions at z = 4 out to the He III-front, especially
for the αQ = 0.5 spectrum, is a consequence of the rapid
expansion of the ionized region around the source. In the
test problem for z = 6, the H II region expands nearly at the
velocity of light, whilst in the z = 4 problem, the He III region
has near luminal expansion. This may be seen by equating
the output rate of ionizing photons to the rate at which gas
is photoionized, when recombinations may be neglected. The
criterion that the expansion of the zone becomes subluminal
is then

1

4πr2i

Ṅγ

n
< c, (14)

where Ṅγ is the production rate of ionizing photons and n
is the density of the species being ionized.8 The criterion in

8 White et al. (2003) give for the evolution of an I-front radius

RI , allowing for the finite travel time of light, Ṅγ(t − RI/c) =
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Eq. (14) then corresponds to an I-front velocity of 0.5c. The
production rate of all photons above the H I threshold for
αQ = 0.5 and 1.73 is 1.7 × 1057 s−1. For a hydrogen density
6.5 × 10−5 cm−3, the H II region expansion will become sub-
luminal only at r >∼ 2.7 Mpc, or somewhat smaller allowing
for some photons to ionize helium. This is consistent with
the agreement in the temperatures between PhRay and ENZO

at r > 2.5 Mpc, where they both give T ≃ 5.5 × 104 K for
αQ = 0.5 and T ≃ 4 × 104 K for αQ = 1.73, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 5.
Similarly, as shown in Figs. 7 and 9, enhancements in tem-

perature are found at z = 4 where the hydrogen has already
been ionised (and the helium singly ionised). (The enhance-
ment is small for the softer αQ = 1.73 spectrum.) In this case,
the boost in temperature results from the rapidly expanding
He III-fronts. From Eq. (14), taking n = nHe and considering
He II-ionizing photons, the expansion of the He III region be-
comes sub-luminal only for r > 11 Mpc for αQ = 0.5 and
r > 5 Mpc for αQ = 1.73. The temperature enhancement
is confined to the region with substantial He III ionization
(xHeIII > 0.5), shown by the magenta lines in Figs. 7 and 9.
The boost persists until the region of xHeIII > 0.5 reaches the
luminal expansion limiting radius.
The reason near-luminal expansion of an ionization region

gives rise to a boost in temperature is illustrated in Figs. 11
and 12 for the αQ = 0.5 spectrum at z = 6. Fig. 11 shows
the ionization fractions as a function of position in units of
the light front (r = ct) from the time-dependent code PhRay,
which tracks all photon packets since they were emitted until
they are absorbed. The time for the ionization fronts to reach
∼ 2.5 Mpc and become sub-luminal is 8 Myr. The ionization
fronts then begin to slip increasingly behind the light front.
As long as the ionization fronts keep up with the light front,

the gas encountered by the photons is largely neutral. As a
consequence, the lower energy photons are rapidly absorbed
by the gas. Most of the photoionization is carried out by
the surviving most energetic photons. Once the ionization
front becomes sub-luminal, the photon packets that arrive at
the front include proportionately more lower energy photons
from the source, and the amount of energy deposited in the
gas per ionization decreases. This is shown in the left panels
of Fig. 12. The median energy at which photons are trans-
mitted is higher at times t < 8 Myr, with the peak in the
transmitted luminosity Lν shifted towards higher energies.
By t > 8 Myr, the photon luminosity profile at the H II-front
reflects the transmission through the intervening ionization
structure.
By contrast, rather than tracking photon packets since they

were emitted, ENZO recasts new rays at each time step and
computes the instantaneous radiative transfer along the rays
with a new set of photon packets launched from the source.
At t = 5 Myr, the intervening gas between the source and the
H II-front removes fewer low energy photons (above the ion-
ization threshold energy) than would have been removed from
photon packets that were moving only very slightly ahead of
the ionization front, as in the PhRay computation. This is
shown in the right panels of Fig. 12. The transmitted lumi-

(4π/3)R3
In, where n is the density of the species being pho-

toionized. This corresponds to an expansion velocity dRI/dt =

cṄγ/(Ṅγ + 4πR2
Inc).

nosity Lν at the H II-front peaks at a lower energy compared
with the time-dependent computation in the left panel. By
t > 15 Myr, the transmission factor and Lν have relaxed to
those for the time-dependent RT equation solution once the
H II-front has become sub-luminal. Thereafter, the temper-
atures from the time-dependent (PhRay) and instantaneous
(ENZO) computations agree. The gas heated earlier, during
the luminal expansion phase, in the time-dependent RT equa-
tion solution from PhRay at r < 2.5 Mpc, however, remains
hotter compared with the temperature computed in the in-
stantaneous (ISLA) limit by ENZO because of the long cooling
time.

The difference in temperature in the near-zone has possi-
ble implications for metagalactic UV background (UVBG) or
QSO lifetime estimates from proximity zone measurements,
as these depend on the H I or He II fraction in the vicinity of
QSOs. Models based on instantaneous photo-ionization may
underestimate the gas temperature, and so overestimate the
recombination rate and H I or He II fraction. This may result
in an under-estimate in the size of the proximity zone around
a QSO for a given UVBG level or QSO age, and so to an
under-estimate of the UVBG level or over-estimate of the
QSO age needed to agree with the proximity zone measured.
The additional near zone heating may also boost the Lyα
photon emission rate through collisional excitation of H I in
the ionization front during the luminal expansion phase. The
increase in temperature may also affect the Lyα forest power
spectrum at wavenumbers k >∼ 0.003 s km−1, corresponding
to the sizes of the luminal expansion regions.

The discrepancy in the predictions for the near zone be-
tween the time-dependent and ISLA solutions to the radia-
tive transfer equation when ionization fronts expand near the
speed of light poses a dilemma for photon packet radiative
transfer codes. Solving the time dependent radiative trans-
fer equation requires assigning a finite velocity to the photon
packets and retaining all photon packets emitted during any
previous time step until they exit the grid. This imposes an
impractical memory demand on the computations. The cor-
rect size of the ionization regions may instead be computed
using an ISLA method by removing surviving photon pack-
ets able to reach their causal horizons, but this results in
an artificial loss of radiative energy from the source and too
low a temperature in the main ionized region. We suggest a
compromise solution in Sec. 4.3 below.

4.2 Far zone

4.2.1 Black-body spectra

The temperature profiles beyond the ionization fronts agree
closely between all three codes for both the TBB = 105 K
and 106 K black-body spectra, including the position of the
temperature knee, where the temperature begins its decline
to the ambient IGM value. The code results for the tempera-
ture begin to depart from each other well beyond the ionized
gas region once the temperature declines below ∼ 5000 K.
No direct observational consequences are expected.

The ionization structures for hydrogen and helium agree
closely well beyond the ionization fronts, with the exception
of the direct integration code result for He III, for which the
ionization fraction plummets abruptly beyond the He III-front
for both black-body spectra. Virtually all of the He II-ionizing
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radiation is absorbed just beyond the He III-front. This ap-
pears to be a failing of the scheme. Since He III is not directly
measured, it has no direct observational consequences.

4.2.2 Power-law spectra

The temperature and ionization structure beyond the ion-
ization fronts agree well between PhRay and ENZO for the
αQ = 0.5 spectrum for IGM densities at both z = 4 and
z = 6, although the ENZO temperatures begin to decline some-
what more rapidly at large distances.
For the softer αQ = 1.73 spectrum, the He II fraction from

ENZO for the z = 6 IGM density, while first tracking the PhRay
result, suddenly declines at t >∼ 50 Myr. The He II fraction
adheres to the PhRay result to greater distances as the spa-
tial resolution is increased for ENZO: going from 1283 to 2563

cells corresponds to decreasing the He II optical depth at the
photoelectric edge from 5.2 to 2.6. As the gas temperature
from PhRay remains well above 100 K to distances exceeding
12 Mpc at t = 50 Myr and 15 Mpc at t = 100 Myr, ENZO
would under-estimate the range around a QSO to which the
IGM was heated above the CMB temperature, and so under-
estimate the range to which the 21-cm signal would be seen in
emission against the CMB around the QSO. In practice, the
signal would be complicated by heating from galactic sources,
which may well have already warmed the IGM to tempera-
tures above the CMB (Madau & Fragos 2017; Meiksin et al.
2017).

4.3 Hybrid RT scheme

We develop a hybrid ISLA method applied to sources reion-
izing their local environment for our revised version of ENZO,
to alleviate the discrepancies in temperature and ionisation
structures between the time-dependent RT equation solution
and the ISLA solution when removing photon packets that
exceed their causal horizon. In the hybrid solution, the prop-
agation speed of the photon packets remains infinite, corre-
sponding to the instantaneous solution of the RT equation,
but the travelling distance restriction imposed by causality is
enabled only for photons in the sub-luminal region, as given
by Eq. (14). This switch is applied only when the hydrogen
around a source is still predominantly neutral, or the helium
predominantly neutral or singly ionized. It is also only ap-
plied to the photon packets that would effect the reionization.
In other situations, the gas will have already been heated
by photoionization, with little additional heating from the
source, so that no special measures need be taken to ensure
an accurate temperature solution. In these cases, the trav-
elling distance restriction is applied to the relevant photon
packets to ensure the changing ionization fractions around
the source remain causal.
This hybrid approach captures the accumulated attenua-

tion of the radiation field in the near-luminal expansion re-
gion, as the attenuation is mainly at the ionization front. This
ensures the gas is heated to approximately the same temper-
ature it would have using time-dependent RT (ie, a finite
photon velocity). Once the ionization front slows down to be-
coming sub-luminal, RT proceeds in a time-independent man-
ner (or quasi-time-dependent allowing for slow changes in the
gas or source properties), so that the ISLA method becomes
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Figure 13. Temperature profiles for reionization at z = 6 by source
LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5. Shown are the results for PhRay (black solid lines),

ENZO cfin, for which photon packets are continuously removed

when they reach their causal horizon (dot-dashed blue lines), ENZO
cinf, for which photon packets are removed only when absorbed

or exit the grid (dot-dot-dashed yellow lines) and ENZO hybrid

(dashed green lines), for which photons are removed when they
reach their causal horizon only if they are located in the sub-

luminal region (R > 3Mpc, shown by the vertical dashed magenta

line). The dashed red line in each panel shows the position of the
light horizon.
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Figure 14. Ionisation profiles for reionization at z = 6 by source
LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5. Shown are the results for PhRay (solid lines) and
ENZO hybrid (dotted lines), for which photon packets reaching

their causal horizon are removed only in the sub-luminal region
(R > 3Mpc, shown by the vertical dashed magenta line), for the

H I (black lines), He I (blue lines), He II (green lines) and He III (yel-
low lines) ionization fractions. The dashed red line in each panel
shows the position of the light horizon.

increasingly accurate (Sec. 3.3). At the earliest times after
the source turns on, however, before the light front reaches
the radius at which the ionization front should become sub-
luminal, the scheme may produce an ionization front that is
acausally large, extending beyond the light front.

Fig.13 and Fig.14 illustrate the temperature and ionisation
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profiles for reionization at z = 6 by a source LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5

computed using three methods: (1) the ISLA method (case
‘cinf’), (2) removing photons everywhere when they exceed
their light horizon (case ‘cfin’), and (3) the hybrid scheme.
The ionization zone is too large in the ISLA method. Remov-
ing photons everywhere when they exceed their causal radius
results in too great an energy loss in the near luminal expan-
sion region, with the resulting temperature too low in the re-
gion. For the hybrid method (ENZO hybrid), the agreement of
the temperature and ionisation structures with those of the
time-dependent RT solution from PhRay is much improved
not only in the far zone but in the near zone as well. For
the softer αQ = 1.73 spectrum, we find improved agreement
by defining the sub-luminal region according to the radius at
which the expansion speed of the ionization front declines to
0.2c instead of 0.5c. Interpolation may be used for intermedi-
ate values of αQ. These choices may be applied for each source
individually in a multiple-source simulation with a range of
source spectra, although fixing the radius according to an
ionization front speed of 0.5c may be adequate, as the tem-
perature differences between the static and time-dependent
RT solutions are smaller for softer spectra.

4.4 Cosmological simulation application

We apply the three different ISLA methods (ENZO cinf: the
original ISLA, ENZO cfin: ISLA, but adopting the causal
travel distance restriction throughout the entire simulation
volume and ENZO hybrid: ISLA, but applying the causal
travel distance restriction only in the sub-luminal ionization
front expansion region) to a cosmological hydrodynamic sim-
ulation using our revised version of ENZO to study the tem-
perature and ionization structure around a QSO. Assuming
for simplicity that no metagalactic ultraviolet background
(UVB) is present, we turn on a beamed QSO-like radiation
source with an αQ = 0.5 power-law spectrum at the centre
of the simulation box at z = 7. The total hydrogen-ionizing
photon emission rate is Ṅγ = 1.5 × 1057 s−1 and the open-
ing angle of the source is 10◦. The cosmological parameters
assumed are Ωm = 0.27, Ωb = 0.046, ΩΛ = 0.73, h = 0.70,
σ8 = 0.811 and ns = 0.961, with a primordial helium mass
fraction Y = 0.24, consistent with PLANCK measurements
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). The code is run in uni-
grid mode with a comoving box size of 120h−1 Mpc and 2563

cubic cells. (The spatial resolution in proper units at z = 7 is
comparable to the spatial resolution in the test problems in
Sec.3.3.) The Cold Dark Matter initial conditions at z = 50
are generated by the MUSIC code (Hahn & Abel 2011); the
code also sets the baryon properties, with a low tempera-
ture given by adiabatic expansion following the recombina-
tion epoch. The chemical and cooling processes are computed
by GRACKLE 9 (Smith et al. 2017). The RT equations are
solved in a sub-cycle process in ENZO, so that the cosmological
simulations are fully coupled radiation hydrodynamics sim-
ulations, rather than being performed as a post-processing
step, like in most cosmological RT simulations (eg Sokasian
et al. 2002; Bolton et al. 2004; McQuinn et al. 2009; Ciardi
et al. 2012; Compostella et al. 2013; Kakiichi et al. 2017; Eide
et al. 2018, 2020).

9 https://grackle.readthedocs.io/
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Figure 15. Temperature slice plot at z ∼ 6.93 for a beamed QSO-

like radiation source (LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5) after 30Myr. The ENZO hy-

brid RT method is used, for which the causal travel distance re-

striction for photon packets is applied only in the sub-luminal ion-

ization front expansion region (see text).

The temperature around the source is shown in Fig. 15,
with the temperature declining with distance from the source,
and modulated by the large-scale structure of the gas. The
sharp ends to the temperature cone correspond to the light
fronts. In Fig. 16, the temperature along a line of sight
through the beam centre is shown for the three methods.
The ISLA method (ENZO cinf) produces high excess tem-
peratures away from the source. The ENZO cfin and ENZO

hybrid methods agree in temperature on large scales, but the
temperature from the ENZO cfin method is too low in the lu-
minal ionization expansion region, within the inner 2 Mpc
from the source, by up to 5×104 K. The different predictions
for the ionization fractions are shown in Fig. 17. The ISLA
method again gives excess ionization on large scales. The ENZO
cfin and ENZO hybrid methods agree, except within the in-
ner 2 Mpc. The near zone Lyα forest is shown in Fig. 18.
The lower temperatures using ENZO cfin result in a larger
radiative recombination rate and so a greater amount of ab-
sorption near the source. Whilst the result from ENZO hybrid

more faithfully recovers the expected gas temperature within
the luminal region (Sec. 4.3), the actual amount of absorp-
tion would be still somewhat smaller in this region because
of the temperature boost allowing for the time-dependent RT
in the luminal zone. For precision work, a time-dependent so-
lution to the RT equation would be required for such a hard
spectrum. The discrepancy is smaller for a softer spectrum
(Sec. 3.3.2).

5 CONCLUSIONS

We compare three radiative transfer codes applied to pho-
toionization problems for sources with spectra typical of stars
(black body) and QSOs (power law). One code integrates the
time-independent radiative transfer equation directly, and is
applied only to the black-body spectra problems. The other
two use photon packets to solve for the radiative transfer,
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Figure 16. Temperature profiles for a QSO-like radiation source
(LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5) at the indicated times after the source turns on at

z = 7: 20Myr, 30Myr, 50Myr and 100Myr. The radiation source

is located at the centre of the line of sight. Results are shown for
the ENZO cinf method (solid black lines), the ENZO cfin method

(dot-dashed red lines) and for ENZO hybrid (dashed blue lines).

Temperature profiles in the central luminal ionization front ex-
pansion region are underestimated by ENZO cfin. The tempera-

ture discrepancy in the region surrounding the radiation source is

as high as 5× 104 K.
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Figure 17. Ionisation profiles for the QSO-like radiation source
(LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5) at times 20Myr, 30Myr, 50Myr and 100Myr. The
radiation source is located at the centre of the line of sight. Re-
sults are for the ENZO cinfmethod (solid lines), ENZO cfinmethod

(dashed lines) and for ENZO hybrid (dotted lines).

one assuming instantaneous photoionization (with the dis-
tance photon packets travel limited by the speed of light)
and the other retaining fully the time-dependent term in the
radiative transfer equation. Our main findings are:
1. Photon packet codes are far more efficient at solving

the radiative transfer problem for photoionization compared
with direct integration. Fewer photon frequencies and coarser
spatial gridding are tolerated by the photon packet codes,
with optical depths at the threshold energy able to exceed
unity with accurate solutions. Another shortcoming of the
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Figure 18. Normalised Lyα flux spectra emitted by a QSO-like radi-
ation source 50 Myr after the source turns on at z = 7, allowing for

intervening absorption along the line of sight. Results are shown

for ENZO hybrid (solid black line) and for ENZO cfin (dashed blue
line). (The Lyα absorption spectra are computed following Leong

et al. (2019).)

direct integration code is that it may fail to propagate low
levels of doubly ionized helium beyond the He III-front as far
as do the photon packet codes.

2. All methods agree well on the growth of the nearly fully
ionized regions, although the ionization fronts from the di-
rect integration scheme tend slightly to lead those from the
photon packet codes. The successful solution of the ionized re-
gions is a significant achievement of the photon packet codes
particularly for hydrogen ionization, as the spatial grid used
for the instantaneous photoionization version corresponds to
a hydrogen optical depth per grid zone exceeding 100 at the
photoelectric threshold. We recommend, however, that for
ionizing singly ionized helium, the optical depth at the singly
ionized helium threshold should be close to unity or smaller.

3. Including the time-dependent differential operator in the
radiative transfer equation is essential when ionization fronts
expand near the speed of light. Solutions to the radiative
transfer equation in the infinite-speed-of-light approximation
(corresponding to solving the time-independent RT equation)
may substantially under-estimate the temperature in these
regions. The under-estimate increases with the hardness of
the spectrum, with the temperature discrepancy exceeding
5× 104 K for gas that was initially neutral, as may arise for
reionization at high redshifts by QSOs with hard spectra. A
scheme that solves the time-dependent RT equation is thus
required to obtain an accurate solution in the near zones of
QSOs that photoionize the IGM.

4. The boost in temperature due to time-dependent RT is
larger when both hydrogen and helium are initially predomi-
nantly neutral compared with the case when the hydrogen is
predominantly ionized and the helium singly ionized, as may
arise when the gas is initially ionized by a metagalactic UV
background radiation field dominated by galactic sources.

5. Outside the luminal expansion region, the gas temper-
ature and ionization structure agree well between the time-
dependent and infinite-speed-of-light photon packet codes, al-
though some differences arise at large distances where the gas
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is predominantly neutral. These differences appear to result
from differences in spatial resolution, rather than from the
assumption of an infinite speed of light.
6. A photon packet code recovers the correct solutions to

the time-dependent RT equation for an ionization front to
good approximation using a hybrid scheme. In this scheme,
the RT equation is solved in the infinite-speed-of-light ap-
proximation only out to the radius at which the velocity of
the ionization front declines to approximately half the speed
of light. Photon packets outside this radius are removed if
they travel to distances beyond the light front of the source.
7. Photon energies well above the photoionization thresh-

olds must be included to capture the warming of the largely
neutral gas well outside the ionization regions for power-law
spectra. The required maximum photon energy increases for
softer spectra.
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Ref Ṅγ αQ hνmax nH z

s−1 keV cm−3

AH99 3× 1056 1.8 ∞ 5.9× 10−5 6

D16 1057 1.5 2.17 9.7× 10−5 7

G18 1.36× 1056 1.5 3 9.6× 10−5 7

CG21 1057 1.5 1 9.7× 10−5 7

Table A1. Parameters for the test problems of Abel & Haehnelt

(1999) (AH99), Davies et al. (2016) (D16), Graziani et al. (2018)
(G18) and Chen & Gnedin (2021) (CG21).
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISONS WITH TEST PROBLEMS
IN THE LITERATURE

Solutions of the time-dependent radiative transfer equation
for power-law spectra using PhRay are compared with pub-
lished test problems of the photoionization of hydrogen and
helium using ISLA methods, as provided by Abel & Haehnelt
(1999), Davies et al. (2016), Graziani et al. (2018) and Chen
& Gnedin (2021). The thermodynamics are governed by pho-
toelectric heating and radiative cooling, including inverse
Compton cooling off the Cosmic Microwave Background at
the indicated redshift. Secondary electron ionizations and as-
sociated energy losses are included as indicated, using the
fits from Ricotti et al. (2002) to the Monte Carlo computa-
tions of Shull & van Steenberg (1985). Parameters for the
test problems are provided in Table A1, showing the net hy-
drogen ionizing photon production rate Ṅγ , the power-law
exponent αQ for the QSO spectrum, the upper photon en-
ergy cutoff hνmax for the spectrum, the hydrogen density nH

of the surrounding gas and the redshift, which controls the
inverse Compton cooling rate.
The top left hand panel of Fig. A1 compares the solutions

from PhRay without and with secondary ionizations to those
provided by Davies et al. (2016) using a spherically symmet-
ric 1D ISLA method for a QSO spectrum with αQ = 1.5.
The medium surrounding the source is assumed static in this
problem. The ISLA solutions from Davies et al. (2016) (blue
dashed and cyan dot-dashed lines) extend some distance be-
yond the solution of the time-dependent RT equation using
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Figure A1. Comparison between solutions to test problems pro-
vided by PhRay using a finite speed of light and published results

using ISLA methods. The vertical green dashed lines indicate the

theoretical position of the hydrogen ionisation front when its ad-
vance slows to speed c/2. The vertical black dotted lines show the

maximum possible radius of the hydrogen ionization front. The
vertical magenta dotted lines show the position of the light front.

In the top left and bottom right panels, solutions both without (‘no

sec’) and with (‘sec’) secondary electron ionizations are shown; for
the other panels, the published results did not include secondary

electron ionizations.

the correct speed of light (thick and thin black solid lines)
given by PhRay, and even beyond the light front (shown as
the vertical magenta dotted line). The central, main ionized
region from Davies et al. (2016) reaches the maximum possi-
ble radius of the H II-front, given by Eq. (13)10 (vertical black
dotted line), which is nearly coincident with the light front
(vertical magenta dotted line). Keeping up with the maxi-
mum radius is expected for an ISLA scheme, which allows
photons to travel until absorbed, but for the ionization front
to have reached this distance, it had to travel superluminally
at earlier times. By contrast, at 10 Myr the dominant ionized
region from PhRay, where T > 104 K, extends just beyond
the distance to which the H II-front travels at a speed exceed-
ing c/2, as given by Eq. (14) (shown by the vertical green
dotted line). In the central, main ionized region, the tem-
peratures agree well between the two calculations, although
the temperatures from PhRay are somewhat higher by about
10%. Significant cooling is provided by secondary electron
ionization losses both in the central ionized region and in the
extended region where the gas temperature is below 104 K.
The top right hand panel compares the solutions from

PhRay and Chen & Gnedin (2021), who use an algorithm
very similar to that of Davies et al. (2016) for solving the
static 1D RT problem, although modified to allow for a vari-
able timestep within regions of very different ionization lev-
els. No secondary electron ionizations are allowed for, and
the surrounding medium is assumed static in this problem.
The ISLA solution of Chen & Gnedin (2021) has an H II-front

10 Here and for the other test problems, the full value for Ṅγ is
used. Since helium also absorbs photons above the helium ioniza-

tion thresholds, the maximum radius will be somewhat smaller.
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that extends nearly to its maximum possible radius (vertical
black dotted line), and is somewhat beyond that obtained
by PhRay. The difference reflects an earlier superluminal ex-
pansion phase of the H II region in the ISLA computation. In
the inner main ionized region, the temperature from PhRay

mildly exceeds that obtained by Chen & Gnedin (2021) by
about 15%.

In the lower left panel, the result for a steeper spectrum
(αQ = 1.8) from PhRay is compared with the ISLA solution of
Abel & Haehnelt (1999). Adiabatic cooling is included in this
problem, although it negligibly affects the temperature over
the brief interval of 10 Myr of the computation. Secondary
electron ionizations are not accounted for in the problem. The
temperatures agree well in the central region, with a slightly
higher temperature obtained by Abel & Haehnelt (1999). The
ISLA solution also has a slightly advanced H II-front com-
pared with the time-dependent RT solution from PhRay, more
nearly reaching its maximum possible radius (vertical black
dotted line). The reason the central temperature from the
ISLA solution slightly exceeds that of the time-dependent
RT solution is unclear; the grid and frequency resolution are
not provided by Abel & Haehnelt (1999) and there is no de-
scription of convergence tests on either.

Lastly, in the lower right panel we compare the solution
of PhRay with the ISLA solution of Graziani et al. (2018).
Computations both without and with secondary electron ion-
izations were performed. The solutions of Graziani et al.
(2018) are anomalous in that the ionization fronts advance
too slowly. From Eq. (13), the H II-front should be located
at rHII ≃ 2.8 Mpc (vertical black dotted line), in good agree-
ment with the result from PhRay, whilst Graziani et al. (2018)
find the front to be located at ∼ 2.0 Mpc. Even allowing for
all photons above the He I threshold to be absorbed by he-
lium atoms, a production rate of purely hydrogen-ionizing
photons of 8.0 × 1055 s−1 would remain, giving an H II-front
position of 2.3 Mpc. As the radiative recombination time is
longer than 109 yr, this position should have been reached.
Another anomaly is their temperature allowing for secondary
electron ionization energy losses, which unexpectedly exceeds
the temperature without secondary electron ionization losses,
contrary to the result from PhRay. The discrepancies may be
consequences of the large optical depths per grid zone in the
computation of Graziani et al. (2018). At the photoelectric
edges, the optical depths before the gas is photoionized are
∼ 70 for H I and ∼ 1.4 for He II. The high H I optical depth
may result in too little penetration of ionizing photon packets
into the still neutral gas. By comparison, for another simula-
tion in Graziani et al. (2018) of a QSO embedded in a halo
with higher spatial resolution, the H I and He II optical depths
at the average IGM gas density are ∼ 16 and 0.3, respectively,
and the size of the H II region found is in good agreement with
the analytic estimate.

We also ran PhRay on a test problem with a 105 K black
body spectrum source emitting at a hydrogen-ionizing photon
rate 1051 s−1 into a static medium with a cosmic abundance
of hydrogen and helium, hydrogen density nH = 0.1 cm−3 and
initial temperature 100 K, to compare with Test 1, without
metals but with secondary electron ionizations, of Graziani
et al. (2013). After 105 yr, the temperature 50 pc from the
source is 4.3 × 104 K, declining gradually to 4.0 × 104 K at
100 pc, 3.2 × 104 K at 200 pc and 2.3 × 104 K at 500 pc.
The temperatures are comparable to, but slightly in excess
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Figure B1. Profiles at 100 Myr for reionization at z = 6 by a source
LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5. The upper left panel shows that the relative dif-

ference in temperature between (25 Mpc, 2563) (blue dashed line)

and (25 Mpc, 5123) (black dotted line) simulations is within 10%
in the fully ionized region.

by about 0.1 dex of, the temperatures from the CLOUDY ioniza-
tion code reported by Graziani et al. (2013). From Eq. (14),
the ionization front for this problem will expand at a speed
exceeding c/2 until it reaches 5 kpc, so the slightly higher
temperatures are expected since CLOUDY is not designed to
track the relaxation of temperatures following the heating by
near luminal H II-front expansion to their steady-state value.

APPENDIX B: CONVERGENCE TESTS

We show convergence tests for QSO reionization simulations
which are performed by ENZO v2.6. For all the convergence
tests, we adopt identical parameters relating to the ray-
tracing method of ENZO. In particular, the minimum ray an-
gular resolution parameter is Φc = 15.1 and the HEALPix
Level is 6 (see the definitions in Wise & Abel 2011). The
spacial resolution is the only code parameter varied for the
convergence tests. We also use an identical set of energy inter-
vals and energy bins for simulations with various power-law
indices. For all the power-law spectra, the energy interval
ranges from 13.6−1000.0 eV and the selected energy bins are
[14.12, 16.13, 19.10, 22.06, 24.08, 26.00, 31.48, 39.50, 47.52,
53.00, 66.74, 118.20, 205.98, 322.29, 456.81, 597.59, 732.11,
848.42, 936.20, 987.66] eV.

The convergence test results are shown in Figs. B1 - B4,
for the power-law test problems for IGM mean densities at
z = 6 and 4, and for spectral indices αQ = 0.5 and 1.73.
Convergence is generally reached in the inner ionised regions
for the 1283 simulations, but, particularly for the softer spec-
trum, convergence in temperature and the ionization struc-
ture is improved on going to 2563. The latter corresponds to
an initial optical depth per cell at the hydrogen photoelectric
threshold of 124 at z = 6 and an initial optical depth per cell
at the singly ionised helium photoelectric threshold of 0.9 at
z = 4.

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2022)
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Figure B2. Profiles at 100 Myr for reionization at z = 6 by a source
LS,ν ∼ ν−1.73. The upper left panel shows that the relative differ-

ence of temperature between (25 Mpc, 2563) and (25 Mpc, 5123)

simulations is within 10% in the fully ionized region. All the pan-
els show that increasing the resolution of the simulations slightly

advances the positions of the ionisation fronts.
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Figure B3. Profiles at 50 Myr for reionization at z = 4 by a source

LS,ν ∼ ν−0.5. All the quantities are converged in these (25 Mpc,
1283) and (25 Mpc, 2563) simulations.

APPENDIX C: REVISIONS TO ENZO

We describe revisions to ENZO v2.6 to implement photoion-
ization by a central source.
We check the consistency of the source codes, especially the

consistency of the codes relevant to the ray-tracing module.
We find bugs in the implementation in ENZO v2.6 significantly
affect the accuracy of the results. These are demonstrated in
Appendix C1 by simulating a classical ray-tracing problem,
the formation of a Strömgren sphere (Iliev et al. 2006).

We impose new methods and restrictions on the ray-tracing
module to make ENZO suitable for both static and cosmo-
logical hydrodynamical simulations with high-luminosity ra-
diation sources. The modifications are: a) Probabilistic Ab-
sorption Method (Eqs. [9]–[11]); b) He III Ionisation Adaptive
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Figure B4. Profiles at 50 Myr for reionization at z = 4 by a source
LS,ν ∼ ν−1.73. All the quantities are converged in these (25 Mpc,

1283) and (25 Mpc, 2563) simulations.

Time Step Scheme (Appendix C2); c) Restriction on Photon
Package Travel Distance (Appendix C3).

C1 Test problem: Strömgren sphere

A Strömgren sphere is the final stage of an isotropically ex-
panding ionization region with a central source in a uniform
medium once ionizations are balanced by recombinations. As
a test problem, the Strömgren sphere simulation has a few
key benefits: a) the solution is analytical, hence it is easy to
check the accuracy of the results; b) the solution is isotropic;
as a result, any artificial inhomogeneity caused by the algo-
rithm is visible. The analytic solution for the radius of the
ionisation front is:

R(t) = RS

[
1− exp

(
− t

trec

)] 1
3

, (C1)

where RS = (3Ṅγ/4πnHneα)
1/3 is the final radius of the

ionised region (the Strömgren radius), Ṅγ is the photon emis-
sion rate, nH is the hydrogen number density, ne is the elec-
tron number density, α is the radiative recombination rate
within the ionised region and trec = 1/neα is the recombina-
tion time (assumed constant).

We adopt a similar parameter set to that used in Iliev
et al. (2006) to compare with the results therein. Specifi-
cally, the monochromatic source emits photons at the rate
Ṅγ = 5 × 1048 s−1, the simulation box size is 6.6 kpc and
the total number of cells is 1283, the minimum ray angu-
lar resolution parameter is Φc = 5.1 (see the definition in
Wise & Abel 2011), the number density of hydrogen atoms
is nH = 10−3 cm−3 and the recombination rate is α =
2.59× 10−13 cm3 s−1 at T = 104 K, leading to RS = 5.4 kpc
and trec = 122Myr. We note that in Iliev et al. (2006),
the temperature is fixed at T = 104 K; however, ENZO does
not support this setting due to its formulation of the inter-
nal chemistry and energy solvers. To make the simulation
close to the analytical problem, we adjust the energy of the
monochromatic photon to 23.26 eV and set the adiabatic in-
dex to γ = 1.667 to ensure that the gas temperature in the
ionized region is close to T = 104 K. This approximation and
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Figure C1. In the upper panel, the black solid line shows the an-
alytic solution for the time development of the ionization radius.

The red circles show the ionization radii computed by ENZO with

our revisions, and the blue squares are the results from ENZO v2.6.
The lower panel shows the ratio of the computed and analytic so-

lutions for the ionization radius. The modifications significantly

improve agreement with the analytic solution.

these parameters keep the maximum temperature deviation
to within 20% in all Strömgren sphere simulations. This en-
sures the Strömgren radius will be matched to better than
4%.
Figure C1 shows the evolution of the ionization radius com-

puted by our revised version of ENZO and by ENZO v2.6. The
result from our version very closely matches the analytical
result, validating our revisions to ENZO v2.6.

C2 He III Ionisation Adaptive Time Step Scheme

We include the maximum changing rate of the He III frac-
tion as an additional condition on the ray-tracing adaptive
time step scheme in ENZO. The original ray-tracing adaptive
time step in ENZO is based on the maximum changing rate
of the H II fraction (see Wise & Abel 2011, for more details).
However, during the helium reionization epoch, the hydrogen
atoms in the IGM have already been fully ionised. As a con-
sequence, hydrogen is optically thin to the ionising photons
and the H II fraction changes very slowly. By contrast, the
ionisation fraction of He II is rapidly changing in this period,
as the gas is initially optically thick to He II ionising photons.
Therefore, an additional restriction based on the maximum
changing rate of He III is implemented in our simulations.

We also extend the applicability of the ray-tracing adap-
tive time step scheme: the original algorithm of the time step
calculator does not consider the influence caused by the ex-
pansion of the Universe. This feature leads to overestimating
the ray-tracing time steps in cosmological simulations, bring-
ing artificial effects into cosmological simulations.

C3 Restriction on Photon Package Travel Distance

The comoving light travel distance from the radiation sources
is used to avoid photon packages from moving beyond the

particle horizon of the photons in our implementation. Sim-
ilarly to other ray-tracing algorithms in cosmological simu-
lation codes (Abel & Wandelt 2002; Iliev et al. 2006), the
ray-tracing algorithm in ENZO assumes the propagation speed
of the photon package is infinite at every radiation transfer
(RT) time step. This approximation is used for the following
reasons:

a) It is computationally cheaper. In a simulation with a
radiation source, where the propagation speed is finite, the
total number of photon packages, which are stored in sys-
tem memory (such as RAM) between two RT time steps,
is proportional to the volume of the ionized region. Also,
in such an algorithm, various information about a photon
package, such as its position, direction, luminosity and birth
time, are required to trace the photon package. Hence, assum-
ing a finite propagation speed significantly increases the cost
to system RAMs and makes the simulation computationally
prohibitive. On the other hand, in a simulation with an infi-
nite speed of light, all the photon packages are generated and
deleted at every RT time step. Thus, the photon packages do
not occupy any system RAM in between two RT time steps.
As a consequence, the infinite propagation speed approxima-
tion is more practical from a technical point of view. This
instantaneous RT approximation amounts to neglecting the
time differential operator on the left hand side of Eq. (3).

b) The expansion speed of the ionisation bubbles is gener-
ally much slower than the speed of light. Also, most of the
ionising photons associated with a ray are absorbed in the
ionisation front. Therefore, when the particle horizon is dis-
tant from the ionisation front, the influence caused by the
infinite propagation speed approximation is marginal.

Although assuming the infinite propagation speed is a safe
approximation in most simulated situations, the particle hori-
zon needs to be imposed as the maximum travel distance
of rays in many situations. These include: the radius of the
ionised bubble could be comparable to the particle horizon
when the source just begins to shine; in a large-scale simula-
tion, the box size of the simulation could be larger than the
particle horizon during the simulation period. In these situ-
ations, forbidding photon packages from transferring across
their corresponding particle horizons also reduces the com-
putation time. In our revised version of ENZO, we delete a
photon packet if it reaches its particle horizon.
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